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Paradoxes and groundedness



Natural languages allow a speaker to refer to other utterances and in particular to attribute properties to them. One such property is truth and we owe to Tarski a rigorous mathematical formalisation of this concept(Tarski, 1983). A coherent formalisation requires to overcome certain paradoxes, the most striking of which are liar sentences, i.e. sentences which say of themselves that they are false. Upon first approximation it seems reasonable to say that what makes the liar sentence paradoxical is the fact that it is self–referential. However, Yablo gives the elegant example of an infinite sequence of sentences, each of which says that all the following sentences are false(Yablo, 1993). Among these sentences none refers to itself(Schlenker, 2007), and yet, as with the liar sentence, either way to attribute truth or falsity to the sentences yields a paradox. Also, there exists the truth–teller sentence, which says of itself that it is true, and therefore yields not a paradox but intuitively seems as problematic as the liar sentence. In sum, one cannot equate self–referentiality with paradoxality. It seems there is more to paradoxality than self–referentiality and this motivates the idea of groundedness(Kripke, 1975) that was first coined by Kripke and more recently revised by Leitgeb. Intuitively, a sentence is considered grounded if (1) its truth value can be established as true regardless of the truth or falsity of other sentences, e.g. the sentence “snow is white,” or (2) its truth value can be established based on the truth or falsity of other sentences that are, themselves, grounded, e.g. “It is true that dsnow is whitee.” If one takes this as a formal definition it could seem we are done. However, the following problem arises. Of a number of sentences it is immediately clear whether they are grounded or not: “Snow is white” ought to be grounded, and the liar sentence not, but in between there is a grey zone. Indeed, Kripke and Leitgeb’s constructions of a truth–predicate classify certain sentences in this grey zone differently. The aim of this paper is to argue that the two who appear very different are based on the same notion of groundedness and ∗ [email protected],
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their differences simply stem from their being based on a different conception of truth. Clearly finding a correct characterisation of groundedness is crucial, for only then can one prove that a definition of a truth predicate applies correctly to all non–problematic, i.e. grounded, sentences. This amounts to solving the problem paradoxes pose to the definition of truth.
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Truth and the problem of paradoxes



At first glance, it seems reasonable to require the definition of truth to yield that a sentence such as “Snow is white is true” is true exactly then when “Snow is white is true.” More formally, one expects that “dφe is true”1 has the same truth conditions as φ itself, i.e. dφe is true ↔ φ,
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which we call the T–equivalence for φ. Tarski’s Convention T is the philosophical position that these, called T– equivalences, for all sentences φ, not only derive from the conceptual content of “truth,” but are also all there is to it(Gupta & Belnap, 1993). The infamous Liar paradox consists in a sentence, called λ, which is “λ is not true,” i.e. λ = ¬Trdλe. It yields the following problem: if we substitute λ for p in the T–equivalence, we obtain(Tarski, 1983) dλe is true ↔ λ ↔ dλe is not true
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The problem is that if the above holds, then saying that λ is true, or that it is false, is equally problematic. Formally, given a language L, which is sufficiently strong, so that it can encode its own syntax in much the same way as G¨odel encoded arithmetic in arithmetic itself, then there can be no L–formula Tr(x) which defines the set {dφe|φ is true in L} (where dφe denotes the formula that encodes the sentence φ) i.e. a formula which is true of (the codes of) all true sentences and false of the false ones(Tarski, 1983). This is quite problematic, for truth is a fundamental concept in philosophical discourse, and arguably the unique applicable standard for the scientific enterprise for that matter. In particular, as McGee remarks, it is difficult to imagine a concept more crucial to understanding the relationship between language and the outside world than truth(McGee, 1991). Therefore, it is imperative to find a concept of truth that is clear and that avoids paradoxicality such as that resulting from the liar sentence.2 1 Here dφe represents the name of the sentence φ. In the remainder of this paper, for notational convenience φ and dφe will be used interchangeably wherever appropriate. 2 There is an interesting parallel with Russel’s Paradox that shook the foundations of set theory, which is a similarly crucial notion in mathematical reasoning. A solution was needed in the form of a new set theory that avoided the paradox and could yet be agreed upon by the mathematical community as a meaningful basis, a role Zermelo–Fraenkel’s axioms eventually came to fulfill.
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1.2.1



Proposed solutions: an informal sketch Tarski
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Tarski’s solution is to start from the target language, calling it L0 , and introduce another language, L1 which contains a (coding of) all sentences and a truth predicate Tr0 for L0 , i.e. a predicate that is true of all (codes of) sentences of L0 and false of all other elements. Similarly, one can define L2 which contains a truth predicate Tr1 for L1 and so on. In this way, every language Ln+1 contains a truth predicate for sentences of the previous language Ln but not its own. This makes it impossible to formulate the liar sentence λ, for in this framework it would have to be of the form ¬Trn dλe for some n ∈ N, which is, because of the occurrence of Trn , a sentence of Ln+1 , therefore λ would have to be a sentence of Ln , which contradicts the occurrence of Trn . However, many argue(Burge, 1979), this solution remains unsatisfying. From a linguistic point of view, it is counterintuitive that one would be continually switching between different languages in the proposed hierarchy, each of which does not contain a truth predicate for itself.
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1.2.2
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Kripke
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On the basis of this observation, Kripke endeavoured to find a way in which a language could contain its own truth predicate by adding a “neutral” truth value(Kripke, 1975). That is, sentences are allowed to be, in addition to true or false, simply neither of the two. Kripke then shows that there is a possibility of constructing a truth predicate that satisfies all the T–equivalences. In particular, λ is no longer problematic if we consider it neither true nor false. On the contrary, sentences that are true or false are said to be grounded. Clearly, Kripke is committed to explaining how a truth predicate can be defined so that contradictions like the liar paradox and all others are avoided. How this is achieved will be presented once we have introduced the required formalism. Presently it is important to remark that Kripke arrives at the notion of groundedness only after he defined the truth–predicate: in no way is this notion implicated or required for during the construction.
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1.2.3
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Leitgeb



Another approach was offered more recently by Leitgeb who retains the classical scheme (i.e., disallowing neutral truth values) but argues that the T– equivalences should not be required to hold of all sentences(Horwich, 1998). In particular, he intends it to only hold of sentences that are said to be grounded, and this is precisely why, contrary to Kripke’s approach, the notion of groundedness is essential for Leitgeb’s definition of truth(Leitgeb, 2005). Leitgeb, then, is committed to provide a criterion that decides which T– equivalences hold, and in particular it is desired to rule out all the problematic sentences and leave in place as many of the others as possible. McGee has shown that taking simply this restriction, the kinds of candidate sets of grounded sentences is virtually unrestricted(McGee, 1992). Therefore a more restrictive definition is required, for which Leitgeb employs the notion of dependence which will be introduced formally in section 1.3.2.
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1.3



Formal presentation
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Informally speaking, groundedness is based on a notion of reference(Herzberger, 1970), for grounded are those sentences that either do not contain the truth predicate at all, or where the sentences to which they apply the truth predicate can be traced back to non–semantic states of affairs: therefore in particular we exclude sentences that refer to themselves. For instance, a sentence that says “d2 + 2 = 4e is true,”3 formally Trd2 + 2 = 4e, refers to 2+2=4 which is a “non–semantic state of affairs,” hence the sentence is grounded. Similarly, “dd2+2 = 4e is truee is true,”, refers to 2+2=4, although indirectly, and therefore it is also clearly grounded. On the other hand the liar sentence, λ, refers to itself, which yields an infinite chain of sentences that refer to the next and that never reaches a “ground”, a sentence that is no longer referential, hence λ is not grounded. Both Kripke’s and Leitgeb’s approach use this notion of groundedness. Therefore, one would expect that they agree about which sentences are grounded. Although they agree about the above examples, Leitgeb shows that this is not the case in general(Leitgeb, 2005) and the sentences over which they dispute will be presented (cf. section 1.3.3). The purpose of the present paper is to suggest this disagreement is the result of different assumptions they make about what conditions truth satisfies, rather than in their conception of groundedness itself. These different assumptions on the properties of truth will be presented as parameters and it will be shown that parameter changes, reflecting in minor adaptations to their constructions, can eventually lead the two approaches to yield exactly the same set of grounded sentences. Now the approaches of Leitgeb and Kripke will be presented in formal detail.
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1.3.1
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Kripke



Given a classical4 language L, rich enough to allow its own syntax to be expressed in it, let iL interpret L into a domain D by the usual rules. Tr(x) will be the truth predicate, which will be interpreted by a partial function iTr : D {0, 1}, to form the language LTr . Supposing we have a set E ⊂ D of (codes of) LTr –sentences that are considered true, and similarly A ⊂ D for false sentences, then the iL can be extended to cover all of LTr by interpreting the new predicate Tr as follows:   1 if d ∈ E iLTr (E,A) (Tr)(d) = 0 if d ∈ A (1)   ↑ otherwise and defining the semantic values of other formulas involving Tr by means of Kleene’s strong three-valued logic. 3 So far, we have always started from a natural language. However, to facilitate formalisation we now take the language of arithmetic as a basis. Consequently, as an example we no longer speak of “dSnow is whitee is true” but of “d2 + 2 = 4e is true.” 4 i.e. two–valued
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Given LTr (E, A), we can find G(E,A)



def



=



{φ ∈ LTr |φ is true under iLTr (E,A) }



(2)



G− (E,A)



def



{φ ∈ LTr |φ is false under iLTr (E,A) }



(3)



=
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For notational convenience, given any set E ⊂ LTr a “set of negatives” is def defined: ¬E = {φ|¬φ ∈ E}. Since LTr (E, A) is a closed language, we find that G− (E,A) = ¬G(E,A) . If we generalise the above procedure we can S build a sequence (Eα )α∈On as follows: E0 = ∅, Eα+1 = G(Eα ,¬Eα ) and Eβ = α 
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